Navigation in ConnectingU

Learner – Home Page

- Use the **Links** at the top to navigate to other areas of ConnectingU.
- Use **Icons** to look for content by course name, certificate program or category.
- Use **icon** to return to Home, Logoff or Contact Us.
  - **Help** is not specific to UD or ConnectingU.
- Use the **Search feature** to find courses or resources.

Supervisor and Instructor – Home Page / Role

Some employees have additional **Roles** in ConnectingU:
- Use icon to click **Role** and then select **Supervisor** or **Instructor**.
- **Supervisors** have access to their direct reports’ Learning Transcripts and can assign courses to them from the **My UD Learning** link.
- **Instructors** can view their classes in **Learning Activities/Class Manager**.